
Center
Charlie Hall & Matt Redman                                             {4/4} Tempo= 112bpm, Key D

Intro: | D | D/C# | G | --
Chorus: |D                   |D/C#           |G                  |---                   |D

  Christ, be the center of our lives / Be the place we fix our eyes 
          |D/C#           |G  | -- |D | A | G | G
Be the center of our lives 

 

Verse 1:                     |D                                  |A                                  |G    | ---
You’re the center of  the universe /   Everything was made in You Jesus 
|D                                           |A                                 |G   | ---
  Breath of  every living thing /   Everyone was made for You 

Pre-Chorus:      |G                       |A                       |G/B#           |A    | ---
You hold everything together / You hold everything together 

Chorus:     |D                  |D/C#           |G                  |---                   |D
Oh Christ, be the center of our lives / Be the place we fix our eyes 
          |D/C#           |G  | ---       |D | A | G | G
Be the center of our lives 

Verse 1:                     |D                                  |A                                  |G    | ---
You’re the center of  the universe /   Everything was made in You Jesus 
|D                                           |A                                 |G   | ---
  Breath of  every living thing /   Everyone was made for You 

Pre-Chorus:      |G                       |A                       |G/B#           |A    [| ---  2nd time]
You hold everything together / You hold everything together           (repeat)

Chorus:      |D                  |D/C#           |G                  |---                   |D
 Oh Christ, be the center of our lives / Be the place we fix our eyes 
          |D/C#           |G  | --
Be the center of our lives         (repeat)

Bridge:    |D                          |D/C#     |G                              | ---
We lift our eyes to heaven / We wrap our lives around Your life 

   |D                         |D/C#      |G   | ---
We lift our eyes to heaven, to You         (repeat)

Chorus:      |D                  |D/C#           |G                  |---                   |D
 Oh Christ, be the center of our lives / Be the place we fix our eyes 
          |D/C#           |G  | ---
Be the center of our lives         (repeat)

Tag:      |D                          |D/C#     |G                              | ---
We lift our eyes to heaven / We wrap our lives around Your life 

   |D                         |D/C#      |G   | ---        end on D
We lift our eyes to heaven, to You         
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